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Tahoe Summitt  ·
The presence of the Washoe Tribe, the first inhabitants of the Lake Tahoe Basin, was also felt at 
the Summit Wednesday, with Washoe Tribe member Herman Fillmore delivering a prayer in his 
native tongue.
https://mynews4.com/news/local/nevada-and-california-leaders-address-climate-crisis-at-27th-
lake-tahoe-summit#
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
This weekend the nation's lawyers honored John Echohawk for more than fifty 
years of contributions to Indian Country.

ictnews.org
American Bar Association awards John Echohawk
The legendary Pawnee attorney wins Thurgood Marshall Award

American education filled with fabled Eurocentric worldview 
https://enewspaper.eastbaytimes.com/infinity/
article_popover_share.aspx?guid=54d3a8c0-d5bc-4a7e-b46d-20991e1b7fd5 

National Book Festival This Saturday!
08/10/2023 09:30 AM EDT

The Libarary's 2023 National Book Festival on August 12 features a stunning array literary stars 
including Amor Towls, Beverly Gage, Victor Lavelle, Elizabeth Acevedo, Rebecca Makkai, 
David Grann, S.A. Crosby, Cheuk Kwan and Tahir Hamut Izgil. Librarian of Congress will 
present the Prize for American Fiction to novelist George Saunders at day's end.
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Shoshonean History and Culture          Nanogwa (NanoKwaa’)

NanoKwaa’ was the Shoshone term used when families in the Late Summer and Early Fall 
would branch off and form dozens of smaller familial groups. Some larger families would head 
to the Plains to hunt Buffalo, while the NanoKwaa’ would travel Southern Idaho/Wyoming and 
Northern Utah to hunt Deer, Elk, Antelope, small game and forage for berries and roots to 
prepare for winter. Once they gathered the amount of food that they could everything was 
brought back to the main camp to smoke and store. Dried meat was always kept inside the lodge/
teepee/wickiup and roots were stored in nearby caches.

This was also a dangerous time because other tribes were also preparing for winter. This led to 
many families disappearing due to death, enslavement and other ill happenings.

Guess Where They'll Get Uranium Now? 
Or so They Figure! 

Note:  Excuse the cross posting and help get the message out. 

This comes as no surprise to thinking people.  This must be stopped. 

The coup in Niger, the takeover by Russia and the resultant warfare means the West, ie USA and France, 
cannot get Nigerien uranium and a few other things.  This brings the focus back onto Canada where 
some of the best and mostest uranium is to be found. 

The price of uranium is now soaring. 

Does anyone remember 2007 phoney police-led anti uranium mining protests near Sharbot Lake 
Ontario???  It was a 100 day performance that never got the Oscar it deserved though some of the 
players were well paid. 

Clayton Morris, formerly of Fox News who now does his own broadcast, is advising us to invest in a 
Canadian mining company, Traction Uranium which is developing yet another uranium mine at Key Lake, 
northern Saskatchewan.  The stock for this junior minor is available for pennies. 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100069908358035&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZV9bjOA5QI4cX-3eJliL4ba9NNpbNbQV-JWTwWKoT2OiHnnVXFEr-fuomNh6GbwFNbWraA92F7_y31rs1UrImRRqHBWN3nCPN8S79s_CMX9XdzeQntZaFrA7rs9XsHb5ujMqAMgGmu8lgUsq65ObcxCXUvO8fq03E2lwHoy0A_Lboj9CWG6eSWwBpHwZp1l_C5KEYYGYmCG8qpFSBfLhqB4AsQe4cHc4TJ21Mxjy53r9A&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100021296824223&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZV9bjOA5QI4cX-3eJliL4ba9NNpbNbQV-JWTwWKoT2OiHnnVXFEr-fuomNh6GbwFNbWraA92F7_y31rs1UrImRRqHBWN3nCPN8S79s_CMX9XdzeQntZaFrA7rs9XsHb5ujMqAMgGmu8lgUsq65ObcxCXUvO8fq03E2lwHoy0A_Lboj9CWG6eSWwBpHwZp1l_C5KEYYGYmCG8qpFSBfLhqB4AsQe4cHc4TJ21Mxjy53r9A&__tn__=%3C%2CP-y0.g-R


I've been listening to Clayton and his wife Natalie for awhile now.  They bring out some very interesting 
and relevant information.  Their reports are factual as far as I can tell but like some in the alt media they 
are very pushy with merchandise including stocks and investments, looks pretty capitalistic status quo 
with a twist. 

Putin stated recently at a meeting with some African leaders in St. Petersburg, that Russia wants to help 
AFrica with their nuclear development and space program. He's sending free grain to his favourites.  
There's a very dirty war going on with no end in sight. 

I wrote this message to Clayton this morning after viewing the linked video: 

The US does not own Canada. 
the Indigenous people of northern Saskatchewan, the Denesuline and Nehiyawuk , do NOT want more 
mining of uranium on their lands. 
did you consider that part of the discussion???? 
the environmental destruction, forever poisoning of the land and water. 
i disagree with you AND russia, nuclear is NOT the way to go for energy. 
has everyone completely lost their minds?? 
the power grab in Africa will not really help African people either. 

btw, back in 2007, near ottawa canada, there was a phoney police-led anti uranium mining protest 
presumably to stop uranium mining in ontario. 
this happened after the Cigar Lake mine cave in which sent the price of UR soaring and a frenzy going. 
when the uranium dust settles, there will be even more dead bodies. 
URANIUM IS NOT THE WAY TO GO. 

you cannot save a rotten house!!!!!!!! 

Kittoh 

---------- 
https://www.youtube.com/redactednews 

Africa just SHOCKED the world with this and Putin is watching | Redacted with Clayton Morris 
35,864 views 2 hours ago 
The unipolar world order is crumbling faster than ever before just look at Africa which just shocked the 
world this weekend with country after country standing up to Western imperialism. Russia President Putin 
has made military deals and trade deals all across Africa and protestors are raising Russian flags across 
the continent. No wonder the west is on high alert sending weapons and troops to the border of Niger. 
Africa is on the brink of a revolution. 

Thanks to Traction Uranium for sponsoring today's video. You can read more about their drilling projects 
in Canada right here: https://tractionuranium.com Their ticker symbol is: TRCTF 

About Clayton and Natali Morris: 
Clayton Morris is a former Fox News anchor. In Redacted, Clayton and his wife Natali take an in-depth 
look at the legal, social, financial, and personal issues that matter to you. They want to set the record 
straight and bring you the stories nobody else tells. Along with the facts and the complete picture, 
Redacted offers real-world analysis without an agency driven by corporate overloads. With Clayton’s 
extensive journalism experience, he isn’t afraid to demand the truth from authorities. Redacted is an 
independent platform, unencumbered by external factors or restrictive policies, on which Clayton and 
Natali Morris bring you quality information, balanced reporting, constructive debate, and thoughtful 
narratives. 

https://www.youtube.com/redactednews
https://tractionuranium.com/


The “Show Me” State

On August 10, 1821, Missouri entered the Union as the twenty-fourth state. Named after the 
Native American people who originally inhabited the land, Missouri was acquired by the U.S. as 
part of the 1803 Louisiana Purchase. At that time, the territory’s occupants were mainly French 
settlers. After the War of 1812, American settlers poured into the region.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE   August 9, 2023  CONTACT: Cecilia Heston 
SOSPIO@sos.nv.gov  
 

https://www.loc.gov/resource/llsalvol.llsal_003/?sp=839
https://guides.loc.gov/louisiana-purchase
https://guides.loc.gov/war-of-1812/
mailto:SOSPIO@sos.nv.gov


Secretary of State’s Commercial Recordings Division opens new offices for customer 
service, closes other location in Carson City  

CARSON CITY, NV – Today, Secretary of State Francisco V. Aguilar announced the Commercial 
Recordings Division opened new offices for business licensing and customer service in Carson 
City.  

The new office is located at:   401 N. Carson St.  Carson City, NV  89701  

The location across the street from the Nevada State Capitol has been closed and will no 
longer take customers. 
 

Customers can visit the new location to start a business and register for a state business 
license, register a trademark, pay annual licensing fees and more. Services are also available 
online at nvsos.gov and customer service representatives can be contacted at (775) 684-5708. 

### 
 

As the one-year anniversary of the Inflation Reduction Act approaches, some Nevada experts are 
examining what it has meant for the state so far. 
 
A recent online discussion focused on where Inflation Reduction Act investments have been 
made for Nevada's public lands, and what can be done to ensure future renewable energy projects 

Nevada BLM Determined to Spend Federal Funds Wisely
August 9, 2023 - Alex Gonzalez, Public News Service (NV)

The Humboldt O'Neil Basin and the Montana Mountains are the two 
restoration landscapes in Nevada the Bureau of Land Management will 
focus on for ecosystem restoration. (Adobe Stock)

https://www.publicnewsservice.org/2023-08-09/public-lands-wilderness/nevada-blm-determined-to-spend-federal-funds-wisely/a85714-1
https://www.nvsos.gov/sos/home
https://nwf-org.zoom.us/rec/play/4T8KygUgCDXMszLVcX8xkjmHLs-Nqjl05bpx3mIc06FD88lRSqkWs5iU6qxHYKHMhsUJ4FsqRTiN8R1r.TQYCcei_dxacmIAS


are executed responsibly. 
 
Greg Helseth, renewable energy branch chief for the Bureau of Land Management's Nevada 
office, Greg Helseth said his agency's role is to manage the land for multiple uses, and renewable 
energy is no exception. 
 
He pointed out the agency tries to site projects with the lowest possible impact, but it is not 
always 100% achievable. 
 
"If the mitigation works out correctly, then you can possibly approve a project, but there are a lot 
of lessons learned over time," Helseth acknowledged. "We're seeing a change from disc-and-roll 
to leaving vegetation intact for the biodiversity." 
 
Helseth noted some "early funding opportunities" have become available through the agency's 
updated Solar Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, which, according to the BLM, 
"helps accelerate and continue momentum for the clean energy economy." Helseth predicts most 
of the Inflation Reduction Act investments will be seen starting next year, for what he calls 
"conservation metrics." 
 
The agency's proposed Public Lands Rule would uphold the BLM's "multiple use and sustained 
yield mission." Helseth said it is playing a part in how funding is allocated. The rule would put 
conservation efforts on par with other uses. 
 
Helseth said in Nevada, the agency is already mindful of the need to better coexist with the 
landscape and wildlife when energy projects are being pursued.  
 
"We are trying to keep away from the corridors and only -- we do things like construction only 
during certain periods of the year -- so that we're not affecting big horn sheep lambing season, or 
we're not affecting sage grouse lek season," Helseth outlined.

                                                                         

https://www.blm.gov/2023-solar-programmatic-environmental-impact-statement
https://www.blm.gov/public-lands-rule


Andrew Jackson’s Third State of the Union Address     6 Dcembeer1831

Again, I urge you to read the whole document.  This one has major emphasis on foreign 
relatins and public finance.

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Andrew_Jackson%27s_Third_State_of_the_Union_Address

With many other Indian tribes, improvements in agriculture and household manufacture are 
advancing, and with all our peace and friendship are established on grounds much firmer than 
heretofore. The measure adopted of establishing trading houses among them, and of furnishing 
them necessaries in exchange for their commodities, at such moderated prices as leave no gain, 
but cover us from loss, has the most conciliatory and useful effect upon them, and is that which 
will best secure their peace and good will.

*   *   *

The internal peace and security of our confederated States is the next principal object of the 
General Government. Time and experience have proved that the abode of the native Indian 
within their limits is dangerous to their peace and injurious to himself. In accordance with my 
recommendation at a former session of Congress, an appropriation of $500K was made to aid the 
voluntary removal of the various tribes beyond the limits of the States. At the last session I had 
the happiness to announce that the Chickasaws and Choctaws had accepted the generous offer of 
the Government and agreed to remove beyond the Mississippi River, by which the whole of the 
State of Mississippi and the western part of Alabama will be freed from Indian occupancy and 
opened to a civilized population. The treaties with these tribes are in a course of execution, and 
their removal, it is hoped, will be completed in the course of 1832.

At the request of the authorities of Georgia the registration of Cherokee Indians for emigration 
has been resumed, and it is confidently expected that half, if not two-third, of that tribe will 
follow the wise example of their more westerly brethren. Those who prefer remaining at their 
present homes will hereafter be governed by the laws of Georgia, as all her citizens are, and 
cease to be the objects of peculiar care on the part of the General Government.

During the present year the attention of the Government has been particularly directed to those 
tribes in the powerful and growing State of Ohio, where considerable tracts of the finest lands 
were still occupied by the aboriginal proprietors. Treaties, either absolute or conditional, have 
been made extinguishing the whole Indian title to the reservations in that State, and the time is 
not distant, it is hoped, when Ohio will be no longer embarrassed with the Indian population. The 
same measures will be extended to Indiana as soon as there is reason to anticipate success. It is 
confidently believed that perseverance for a few years in the present policy of the Government 
will extinguish the Indian title to all lands lying within the States composing our Federal Union, 
and remove beyond their limits every Indian who is not willing to submit to their laws.

Thus will all conflicting claims to jurisdiction between the States and the Indian tribes be put to 
rest. It is pleasing to reflect that results so beneficial, not only to the States immediately 
concerned, but to the harmony of the Union, will have been accomplished by measures equally 
advantageous to the Indians. What the native savages become when surrounded by a dense 

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Andrew_Jackson%27s_Third_State_of_the_Union_Address


population and by mixing with the whites may be seen in the miserable remnants of a few 
Eastern tribes, deprived of political and civil rights, forbidden to make contracts, and subjected 
to guardians, dragging out a wretched existence, without excitement, without hope, and almost 
without thought.

But the removal of the Indians beyond the limits and jurisdiction of the States does not place 
them beyond the reach of philanthropic aid and Christian instruction. On the contrary, those 
whom philanthropy or religion may induce to live among them in their new abode will be more 
free in the exercise of their benevolent functions than if they had remained within the limits of 
the States, embarrassed by their internal regulations. Now subject to no control but the 
superintending agency of the General Government, exercised with the sole view of preserving 
peace, they may proceed unmolested in the interesting experiment of gradually advancing a 
community of American Indians from barbarism to the habits and enjoyments of civilized life.

Among the happiest effects of the improved relations of our Republic has been an increase of 
trade, producing a corresponding increase of revenue beyond the most sanguine anticipations of 
the Treasury Department.

Fourth State of Union    4 December 1831                                                       
(Foreign affairs, manufacturing, fiscal problems)

For a detailed and highly satisfactory view of the operations of the War Department I refer you to 
the accompanying report of the Secretary of War.

The hostile incursions of the Sac and Fox Indians necessarily led to the interposition of the 
Government. A portion of the troops, under Generals Scott and Atkinson, and of the militia of the 
State of Illinois were called into the field. After a harassing warfare, prolonged by the nature of 
the country and by the difficulty of procuring subsistence, the Indians were entirely defeated, and 
the disaffected band dispersed or destroyed. The result has been creditable to the troops engaged 
in the service. Severe as is the lesson to the Indians, it was rendered necessary by their 
unprovoked aggressions, and it is to be hoped that its impression will be permanent and salutary.

This campaign has evinced the efficient organization of the Army and its capacity for prompt and 
active service. Its several departments have performed their functions with energy and dispatch, 
and the general movement was satisfactory.

Our fellow citizens upon the frontiers were ready, as they always are, in the tender of their 
services in the hour of danger. But a more efficient organization of our militia system is essential 
to that security which is one of the principal objects of all governments. Neither our situation nor 
our institutions require or permit the maintenance of a large regular force. History offers too 
many lessons of the fatal result of such a measure not to warn us against its adoption here. The 
expense which attends it, the obvious tendency to employ it because it exists and thus to engage 
in unnecessary wars, and its ultimate danger to public liberty will lead us, I trust, to place our 
principal dependence for protection upon the great body of the citizens of the Republic. If in 
asserting rights or in repelling wrongs war should come upon us, our regular force should be 
increased to an extent proportional to the emergency, and our present small Army is a nucleus 



around which such force could be formed and embodied. But for the purposes of defense under 
ordinary circumstances we must rely upon the electors of the country. Those by whom and for 
whom the Government was instituted and is supported will constitute its protection in the hour of 
danger as they do its check in the hour of safety.

But it is obvious that the militia system is imperfect. Much time is lost, much unnecessary 
expense incurred, and much public property wasted under the present arrangement. Little useful 
knowledge is gained by the musters and drills as now established, and the whole subject 
evidently requires a thorough examination. Whether a plan of classification remedying these 
defects and providing for a system of instruction might not be adopted is submitted to the 
consideration of Congress. The Constitution has vested in the General Government an 
independent authority upon the subject of the militia which renders its action essential to the 
establishment or improvement of the system, and I recommend the matter to your consideration 
in the conviction that the state of this important arm of the public defense requires your attention.

I am happy to inform you that the wise and humane policy of transferring from the eastern to the 
western side of the Mississippi the remnants of our aboriginal tribes, with their own consent and 
upon just terms, has been steadily pursued, and is approaching, I trust, its consummation. By 
reference to the report of the Secretary of War and to the documents submitted with it you will 
see the progress which has been made since your last session in the arrangement of the various 
matters connected with our Indian relations. With one exception every subject involving any 
question of conflicting jurisdiction or of peculiar difficulty has been happily disposed of, and the 
conviction evidently gains ground among the Indians that their removal to the country assigned 
by the United States for their permanent residence furnishes the only hope of their ultimate 
prosperity.

With that portion of the Cherokees, however, living within the State of Georgia it has been found 
impracticable as yet to make a satisfactory adjustment. Such was my anxiety to remove all the 
grounds of complaint and to bring to a termination the difficulties in which they are involved that 
I directed the very liberal propositions to be made to them which accompany the documents 
herewith submitted. They can not but have seen in these offers the evidence of the strongest 
disposition on the part of the Government to deal justly and liberally with them. An ample 
indemnity was offered for their present possessions, a liberal provision for their future support 
and improvement, and full security for their private and political rights. What ever difference of 
opinion may have prevailed respecting the just claims of these people, there will probably be 
none respecting the liberality of the propositions, and very little respecting the expediency of 
their immediate acceptance. They were, however, rejected, and thus the position of these Indians 
remains unchanged, as do the views communicated in my message to the Senate of 
[1831-02-22].                                                                                                                                
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Andrew_Jackson%27s_Fourth_State_of_the_Union_Address

Ed note:  Judge ruled for continuance of roundups

Judge to hear legal battle over mustang roundup where 31 wild 
horses have died

READ MORE

https://cl.exct.net/?qs=f4719b22c8de8f1c6194cc07ab3c312718e2a0a81d53e30b72ba81fc9470bba821abd5c36d20da42c6f6bc28d46e4f85f2d50c297114a459753e18996fc72faa
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=f4719b22c8de8f1c6194cc07ab3c312718e2a0a81d53e30b72ba81fc9470bba821abd5c36d20da42c6f6bc28d46e4f85f2d50c297114a459753e18996fc72faa



